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Introduction

In situations where p is large and n is small,

n× n-dissimilarity matrix may be nicer than n× p data matrix.

Methods operating on dissimilarities:

• Hierarchical (and some other) clustering

• Nearest neighbour type methods

•Multidimensional Scaling

(plus whatever can be done on Euclidean data?)
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This is about dissimilarity design.

Not taking Euclidean (or any other standard) distance

for granted means that dissimilarity based methods

offer a lot of flexibility.

Dissimilarity measures quantify what we assess as “similar”.

In many situations,

it may be controversial whether there is an objective similarity,

independent of the observer,

but if it exists, it can never be observed.



I treat “similarity” as a category of human thinking.

The choice or definition of a dissimilarity measure

therefore is a design problem,

not a problem of the estimation of an underlying truth.



I treat “similarity” as a category of human thinking.

The choice or definition of a dissimilarity measure

therefore is a design problem,

not a problem of the estimation of an underlying truth.

In a practical situation, the task is

to translate our underlying conception of “dissimilarity”

as closely as possible into mathematics,

using subject matter knowledge and personal judgement,

which should be transparent and open to discussion.



1. A case study: a new dissimilarity measure

between species distribution ranges

(with Bernhard Hausdorf)

2. Design of dissimilarity measures -

some philosophical aspects

3. Design of dissimilarity measures -

some practical guidelines

4. Aggregating high dimensionality

5. Another example



1. A new dissimilarity measure

between species distribution ranges

How to measure dissimilarity between species distribution ranges?

(Presence-absence data)



Species ranges modelled as sets A ⊆ R = {r1, . . . , rk}.

In Shi (1993), 39 (dis)similarity measures for this task are listed.
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Species ranges modelled as sets A ⊆ R = {r1, . . . , rk}.

Some simple requirements:

d(A, A) = 0, A 6= B ⇒ d(A, B) > 0,

d(A, B) = d(B, A),

r 6∈ A, B ⇒ d(A ∪ {r}, B) ≥ d(A, B),

d(A ∪ {r}, B ∪ {r}) ≤ d(A, B).

Should the following be required?

r 6∈ A, B, R2 = R1 ∪ {r} ⇒ dR1
(A, B) = dR2

(A, B),

A ∩B = ∅ ⇔ d(A, B) = max d,

d(A, B) + d(B, C) ≥ d(A, C).



Standard choice: Jaccard-dissimilarity

DJ(C, D) = 1− |C ∩D|
|C ∪D|

.

Aim of clustering:

finding so-called “biotic elements” (Hausdorf 2002) -

species sharing similar distribution ranges,

that may have dispersed from the same regional origin.



Problem with DJ : small subsets of larger species

are quantified as highly dissimilar.



This is not justified,

because same/similar origin is not too unlikely -

only dispersal ability of species may be different.

Better: Kulczynski-dissimilarity

DK(C, D) = 1− 1

2

(
|C ∩D|
|C|

+
|C ∩D|
|D|

)
.

Compromise between relation of size of intersection

to sizes of both species

(for Jaccard, only the larger one matters).





Distances in this situation: DK(A, C) = DK(B, C) = 0.3,

all others 1.
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Distances in this situation: DK(A, C) = DK(B, C) = 0.3,

all others 1.

Triangle inequality is not satisfied!

But this is essentially what we want.

DK(A, B) = 1 is OK, but both should be similar to C.

A B

C D



But we’d rather like D(A, B) < D(A, D) = D(B, D)!

This is only possible if we introduce geographical distances.

A B

C D

Motivations:

less sensitivity against incomplete sampling, change of grid density.



The geco-coefficient (Hennig and Hausdorf 2006):

DG(A, B) =
1

2


∑
a∈A

min
b∈B

u(dG(a, b))

|A|
+

∑
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min
a∈A

u(dG(a, b))

|B|

 ,

dG geographical distance.

Note DG = DK for dG = δ (0/1), u identity:
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1
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min
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u(dG(a, b))

|A|
+

∑
b∈B

min
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u(dG(a, b))

|B|

 ,

dG geographical distance.

Note DG = DK for dG = δ (0/1), u identity:

|A1 ∩ A2] =
∑
a∈A1

min
b∈A2

(1− δ(a, b)) =
∑
b∈A2

min
a∈A1

(1− δ(a, b)).



The geco-coefficient (Hennig and Hausdorf 2006):

DG(A, B) =
1

2


∑
a∈A

min
b∈B

u(dG(a, b))

|A|
+

∑
b∈B

min
a∈A

u(dG(a, b))

|B|

 ,

dG geographical distance.

Note DG = DK for dG = δ (0/1), u identity:

|A1 ∩ A2] =
∑
a∈A1

min
b∈A2

(1− δ(a, b)) =
∑
b∈A2

min
a∈A1

(1− δ(a, b)).

Triangle inequality generally not justified.



Instead of

r 6∈ A, B ⇒ d(A ∪ {r}, B) ≥ d(A, B),

d(A ∪ {r}, B ∪ {r}) ≤ d(A, B),

A ∩B = ∅ ⇔ d(A, B) = max d,

we’d now rather have

r 6∈ A, B, min dG(r, b) ≥ max dG(a, b), a ∈ A, b ∈ B

⇒ d(A ∪ {r}, B) ≥ d(A, B),

d(A ∪ {r}, B ∪ {r}) ≤ d(A, B).



Why should u be anything else than the identity?

Because large distances shouldn’t matter too much.



u-functions could weight large distances down.

Piecewise linear: easily interpretable as

minimum distance where differences don’t matter.



u-functions could weight large distances down.

Piecewise linear: easily interpretable as

minimum distance where differences don’t matter.

Concave (log): differences between small distances matter more.



Now, using piecewise linear u with cut-point 0.2maxdist:

DG(a, c) = DG(b, c) = 0.14, DG(a, b) = 0.29,

DG(a, d) = DG(c, d) = 1.

A B

C D
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• Stability against the use of coarser or finer grids
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European land snails data derived from interpolated maps.

Simulate random absences, compare

resulting geco/Kulczynski matrix with original one

(correlation, Procrustes, corrected Rand).



Test subject-matter requirements by studies with real data.

• Stability under incomplete sampling (missing presences)

• Stability against the use of coarser or finer grids

European land snails data derived from interpolated maps.

Simulate random absences, compare

resulting geco/Kulczynski matrix with original one

(correlation, Procrustes, corrected Rand).

South African weevil data recorded on coarse and fine grid.

Compare results between grids using Kulczynski/geco.



Possibilities to “tune” DG:

• choice of u,

•model geographical features like barriers by dG,

• allow dG(a, b) 6= dG(b, a) (eg because of wind directions),

•model something else by dG (eg ecological dissimilarity).



2. Philosophical aspects of dissimilarity measure design

Dissimilarity measures are measurements.

There are two different theories of measurement

Representative measurement:

measurement values represent objective underlying relations.

(Extreme: other measurements are not valid.)

Operational measurement:

measurement procedure defines what is measured.

(Extreme: holds for all measurements).



There is also the controversial scale type theory

of Stevens (1946) distiguishing

nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio and absolute scales.
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There is also the controversial scale type theory

of Stevens (1946) distiguishing

nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio and absolute scales.

The species distribution range dissimilarity does not attempt

to represent an underlying truth.

We tried to formalize as precisely as possible

our dissimilarity concept

corresponding to a particular research aim.

Personal judgement was involved

as well as subject matter knowledge and background information.
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not about estimating an objective truth.
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This is operational: it’s about defining similarity,

not about estimating an objective truth.

But it is not arbitrary.

It represents a complex scientific point of view,

makes it transparent and is open to discussion.

If this is done properly, not only orders,

but intervals and ratios can be meaningful

in a subjective but transparent sense.



This holds for most dissimilarity measurements.

Exceptions, interpreted as direct representations:

• pedigree relations,

• differences of representative variables (eg money),

• times and geographical distances.



This holds for most dissimilarity measurements.

Exceptions, interpreted as direct representations:

• pedigree relations,

• differences of representative variables (eg money),

• times and geographical distances.

But with respect to the research aim,

u(dG) or dG + c may matter instead of dG.

Researcher’s personal decision is still needed.
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Representations
of observations     

Representations
of importance judgements     

Representations
of weighting judgements     

Dissimilarity     
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A misconception of “objectivity”

. . . occurs very frequently in science.

Often, reviewers don’t like the use of “idiosyncratic”

non-standard dissimilarity measures.

You’ll never be asked to justify your use of

the “standard” Euclidean or Jaccard dissimilarity.

Because science strives to be as “objective” as possible,

results shouldn’t look as if they depend on personal judgements.
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Many scientists rather do what is generally accepted

- even though poorly tailored to the problem at hand -

than to think and to make subtle personal decisions.
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“Objectivity” becomes “do what everybody else does”.

Many scientists rather do what is generally accepted

- even though poorly tailored to the problem at hand -

than to think and to make subtle personal decisions.

But this is a subjective decision as well -

only it’s hidden.

The rather “objective” steps happen

in the world of mathematics,

after we have agreed upon measurements and models.



3. Dissimilarity measure design - practical guidelines

• Specify the basic behaviour of the dissimilarity

with respect to certain data characteristics.

Example:

r 6∈ A, B ⇒ d(A ∪ {r}, B) ≥ d(A, B),

d(A ∪ {r}, B ∪ {r}) ≤ d(A, B).



3. Dissimilarity measure design - practical guidelines

• Specify the basic behaviour of the dissimilarity

with respect to certain data characteristics.

Example:

r 6∈ A, B ⇒ d(A ∪ {r}, B) ≥ d(A, B),

d(A ∪ {r}, B ∪ {r}) ≤ d(A, B).

• Think about how to weight these characteristcs.

Example: species “size” vs. location.
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Do they behave correctly, compared to others?

Example: small subsets, species with single far regions.
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adding regions with common absence, incomplete sampling.



• Construct “archetypical” pairs of objects.

Do they behave correctly, compared to others?

Example: small subsets, species with single far regions.

• Think about changes in the data that should leave

the dissimilarity invariant (or approximately invariant).

Example: changing the grid density,

adding regions with common absence, incomplete sampling.

•Mathematical requirements?

Example: triangle inequality.



• How should monotone characteristics

contribute to the measure?

Example: geographical distance, linear, convex, concave?



• How should monotone characteristics

contribute to the measure?

Example: geographical distance, linear, convex, concave?

• Interpretation of tuning constants?

Example: the smallest geographical distance above which

differences don’t matter anymore.



On Axiomatisation

Common technique for dissimilarity measure design:

write down mathematically what you require,

and characterize the measures that fulfill it.



On Axiomatisation

Common technique for dissimilarity measure design:

write down mathematically what you require,

and characterize the measures that fulfill it.

Problem: often too rough -

it’s much more difficult to axiomatize

Jaccard-Kulczynski difference than just to see it.



Can we estimate dissimilarity from the data?

Example: measurement of the distance between

strongly disagree/disagree/neutral/agree/strongly agree

by ranks:

Freq. 1 3 7 3 5

Rank 1 3 8 13 17



Can we estimate dissimilarity from the data?

Example: measurement of the distance between

strongly disagree/disagree/neutral/agree/strongly agree

by ranks:

Freq. 1 3 7 3 5

Rank 1 3 8 13 17

But does this estimate a true underlying dissimilarity?

Obviously not if the categories are representative.

(How much would you pay at most for this chocolate bar?)



4. Aggregating high dimensionality

In many “large p-setups”, valid information

about individual variables is missing.

Generally,

d(x, y) = A(d[t(x1), t(y1)], . . . , d[t(xp), t(yp)]).

• How to transform variables?

• How to aggregate variable-wise distances?

Could accomodate missing values, different data types etc.

Could be compared using CV/bootstrap.



How to transform variables?

• Standardization

Variance? MAD? Range?

Being non-robust means that extremes may dominate variable -

being robust means that extremes may dominate other variables.
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Range standardization



How to transform variables?

• Standardization

Variance? MAD? Range?

Being non-robust means that extremes may dominate variable -

being robust means that extremes may dominate other variables.

• Nonlinear transformation

Are differences on one side less informative? (log etc.)

Are outliers/extremes informative? (Winsorising etc.)



How to aggregate variable-wise distances?

• L1? L2? Median? Max?

Weighting of “many small differences” vs. “few large ones”.



How to aggregate variable-wise distances?

• Taking into account correlation

Mahalanobis (or robust versions)
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How to aggregate variable-wise distances?

• Taking into account correlation

Mahalanobis (or robust versions)

downweights information “along correlations”.

Correlated variables:

same information or stronger information?



5. Another example

Avalanche release areas

M. Maggioni (University of Torino) wanted to cluster

394 potential avalanche release areas (PRAs).

Aim: predict avalanche risk (cluster)

from topographical parameters.

(May also be used for maps.)



Data: frequencies of avalanches covering percentage of PRA.



Aspects of disimilarity design:

• 2 sub-characteristics:

– total number of avalanches,

– distribution of percentages.

• ordinal character of percentages (don’t use raw vector),

• total number of avalanches skewly distributed.



Different distances for

total number l and percentage distribution.



Different distances for

total number l and percentage distribution.

For numbers:

d1(l1, l2) = | log(l1 + 1)− log(l2 + 1)|

(corrects for skewness -

effective difference is determined by ratios.)



Different distances for

total number l and percentage distribution.

For numbers:

d1(l1, l2) = | log(l1 + 1)− log(l2 + 1)|

(corrects for skewness -

effective difference is determined by ratios.)

For percentage distributions use

L1-distance between cumulative vectors.



Perc. 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PRA1 0.6 0.2 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0 0

PRA2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.2 0.1

CU1 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1 1 1

CU2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.9 1

⇒ d2 = 2.3.

This formalizes minimum shifts to change PRA1 into PRA2.



Perc. 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PRA1 0.6 0.2 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.1 0 0

PRA2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0.1 0 0 0 0.2 0.1

CU1 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1 1 1

CU2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.9 1

⇒ d2 = 2.3.

This formalizes minimum shifts to change PRA1 into PRA2.

Total dissimilarity: d = 0.5 ∗ d1 + d2.

Weighting by considering benchmark examples.
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The decision about dissimilarity measures is a design problem.

It necessarily involves personal judgements.
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Try to translate your view of your topic into mathematics!

Try to understand what the formulae essentially do

with your data.



Conclusion

The decision about dissimilarity measures is a design problem.

It necessarily involves personal judgements.

Try to translate your view of your topic into mathematics!

Try to understand what the formulae essentially do

with your data.

Dissimilarity base methods can avoid the

“curse of dimensionality”.


